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lace Management in Asian Cities
Place management began around the world in the 1970s with the 

development of urban suburbs and the obsolescence of central areas. 
In many cases, property and business owners started to work together 

with local governments to restore safe and clean urban centers. 
Now, half a century later, the range of activities by place management 
organizations has expanded, and remarkable efforts are being made in 
various parts of the city to create not only rich public spaces, but also new 
industries, lifestyles, and harmony of built/natural environment. Place 
management has always been the engine that predict the future of city 
half step ahead of everybody and promote various activities in 
cooperation and collaboration to achieve collective impact. According to 
the IDA(International  Downtown Association)’ s  survey,  place 
management employs more than 100,000 people and has grown into an 
urban industry paying more than $3 billion in salaries in the United States. 
Same phenomena have been seen in many countries including UK, 
Germany, Sweden, and South Africa. 
As many recognize, Asian cities have been developed in a different 
context. Many Asian cities have overcome the pain of World War II and 
moved forward with the construction of new urban environment with 
their own history and urban resources. In the case of Japan, many 
buildings were built in 1970s and 80s when economy boomed. 
Recently, however, they are similarly stepping forward to the next phase 
of urban regeneration in which city building is not the only way but using 
and managing urban resources such as street, river, old buildings is 
regarded more important to create new urban value for the next era. 
Many Asian cities face similar challenges such as overcrowding, public 
transportation, narrow roads and crowding. Another characteristic of 
Asian cities is rapid aging and a low birthrate. On the other hand, many of 
the Asian cities have excellent urban environments filled with human 
activity and traditional local or neighborhood organizations in place. In 
order to overcome these challenges and maintain attractiveness, I believe 
it is necessary that collaboration between local organization and urban 
development players, social entrepreneurs, and wide range of citizens. 
With such power of collective action, we must run our cities in a healthy, 
and inclusive manner and realize well-being for people. 
Against this backdrop, place management is expected to expand in the 
future in Asia as well, and the development of organizations and players 
who will play an active role in urban management is an urgent task.
We thus propose to start exchange of our Japan Area Management 
Network, and Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) of Singapore, and 
the City of Seoul have been promoting place management in each country 
by reviewing urban space regulations,  institutional iz ing place 
management structures and empowering people. At the same time, the 
three parties have been discussing the establishment of a platform in 
which place management practitioners can interact across national 
borders, share practices and wisdom for the evolution of cities. As one of 
our collaboration, I am pleased to announce that we are now ready to 
disseminate Asian Place Management Report with articles contributed by 
the 3 countries.
Due to the recent spread of Covid-19 infection, physical exchanges have 
been forced to cease, but we will continue to expand cross-border 
exchanges by using online services. We encourage our 
readers to submit various information and participate in 
our future activities.
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   Place management began around the world in the 1970s with the development of    

  urban suburbs and the obsolescence of central areas. In many cases, property and 

business owners started to work together with local governments to restore safe and clean 

urban centers. 

Now, half a century later, the range of activities by place management organizations has 

expanded, and remarkable efforts are being made in various parts of the city to create not 

only rich public spaces, but also new industries, lifestyles, and harmony of built/natural 

environment. Place management has always been the engine that predict the future of city 

half step ahead of everybody and promote various activities in cooperation and collaboration 

to achieve collective impact. According to the IDA(International Downtown Association)’s 

survey, place management employs more than 100,000 people and has grown into an urban 

industry paying more than $3 billion in salaries in the United States. Same phenomena have 

been seen in many countries including UK, Germany, Sweden, and South Africa. 

As many recognize, Asian cities have been developed in a different context. Many Asian 

cities have overcome the pain of World War II and moved forward with the construction of 

new urban environment with their own history and urban resources. In the case of Japan, 

many buildings were built in 1970s and 80s when economy boomed. 

Recently, however, they are similarly stepping forward to the next phase of urban 

regeneration in which city building is not the only way but using and managing urban 

resources such as street, river, old buildings is regarded more important to create new urban 

value for the next era. 

Many Asian cities face similar challenges such as overcrowding, public transportation, 

narrow roads and crowding. Another characteristic of Asian cities is rapid aging and a low 

birthrate. On the other hand, many of the Asian cities have excellent urban environments 

filled with human activity and traditional local or neighborhood organizations in place. In 

order to overcome these challenges and maintain attractiveness, I believe it is necessary 

that collaboration between local organization and urban development players, social 

entrepreneurs, and wide range of citizens. With such power of collective action, we must run 

our cities in a healthy, and inclusive manner and realize well-being for people. 

Against this backdrop, place management is expected to expand in the future in Asia as 

well, and the development of organizations and players who will play an active role in urban 

management is an urgent task.

We thus propose to start exchange of our Japan Area Management Network, and Urban 

Redevelopment Authority (URA) of Singapore, and the City of Seoul have been promoting place 

management in each country by reviewing urban space regulations, institutionalizing place 

management structures and empowering people. At the same time, the three parties have 

been discussing the establishment of a platform in which place management practitioners 

can interact across national borders, share practices and wisdom for the evolution of cities. 

As one of our collaboration, I am pleased to announce that we are now ready to disseminate 

Asian Place Management Report with articles contributed by the 3 countries.

Due to the recent spread of Covid-19 infection, physical exchanges have been forced to 
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cease, but we will continue to expand cross-border exchanges 
by using online services. We encourage our readers to submit 
various information and participate in our future activities.


